
Foscarini
Twiggy Terra LED MyLight

Oberfläche

zwart

grafiet

greige grijs-beige

rood

wit

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Italië

fabrikant Foscarini

ontwerper Marc Sadler

jaar 2006

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de
levering

LED

voltage geschiktheid 230 - 240 Volt

Projectie in cm 170

materiaal
aluminium, metaal, polycarbonaat,
polymethylmethacrylaat

kabel kleur transparant

kabellengte 330 cm

hoogteverstelling hoogte bepaalbaar

dimmen met Casambi module

Wattage 28 W

LED inclusief

Kleurweergave-index >90

Kleurtemperatuur in
Kelvin

2.700 extra warm wit

Schaduw diameter 46 cm

schermhoogte 29 cm

kandelaar Dimensions ∅ 60 cm

Totale lichtstroom in
lm

3.840

lichtverdeling direct en indirect

Dimensions H 212 - 224 cm

Omschrijving

The Foscarini Twiggy LED MyLight floor lamp has a lamp shade that can be
adjusted in height with counterweights. This means that the light can be
constantly re-aligned. The shade emits the light both downwards and
upwards. This floor lamp is available in the surfaces crimson red, white, black,
graphite and greige (a mixture of grey and beige). LEDs are integrated as
illuminants, which were developed by Foscarini in such a way that the light
nuance corresponds to the colour temperature of a halogen light source.

The floor lamp Twiggy LED MyLight is regulated and dimmed via Bluetooth
with Casambi App by Smartphone or Tablet (IOS, Android). In this way, the
luminous intensity can be regulated from 0-100% without the need for new
cabling, switches, devices or Internet connections. The lamp is only installed
and connected to a smartphone etc. via Bluetooth. No further configuration by
qualified personnel is required. On request, extension arms with a length of
40 cm each are available to extend the reach and height of the lamp. The floor
lamp is also offered by Foscarini as a lamp with cord dimmer, optionally with
halogen bulbs or integrated LEDs.
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